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Announcing CSI Financial is Now Headquartered & Staffing in Jacksonville, Florida.
JACKSONVILLE, FL., Sep. 25, 2018 – The CSI Companies is proud to announce that its newest division, CSI
Financial, is now open in Jacksonville. CSI Financial is focused on identifying and placing top finance and accounting
talent including roles like CFO, Controller, Staff Accountant, Credit Analyst and Lenders.
CSI Financial is led by Larry Mims, an industry veteran with over 25 years of experience as an audit and tax professional, tax director and now President of the locally headquartered financial staffing division. Larry oversees a group
of experienced, local market business development professionals and executive recruiters already pipelining for local institutions and organizations.
Working side-by-side in the same space as the award-winning divisions of The CSI Companies allows our team to
focus on the needs of our local clients, while leveraging the organizations resources and technologies – only available to some of the largest staffing firms in the country.
According to Chris Flakus, Chief Operating Officer at The CSI Companies, headquartering this new division in
Jacksonville was the obvious choice. “CSI has had tremendous success in Jacksonville for nearly 20 years and with
a growing economy and strong local colleges, we are excited to be an even bigger part of Jacksonville’s next 20
years.”
To learn more about CSI Financial, its services and database of top financial talent, visit CSIFinancialStaffing.com
or call 800.582.0828.
About CSI Financial
CSI Financial is a division of The CSI Companies, and part of Recruit – the fifth largest human resources company
in the world. The CSI Companies help clients achieve their business objectives in the most productive and efficient
manner possible, while aligning job candidates with opportunities that allow them to enjoy career satisfaction by
attaining their professional goals. To learn more about The CSI Companies and its divisions, please visit
TheCSICompanies.com.

